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No matter what your goal for your body: To lose weight, add
muscle, more energy, better digestion, balanced hormones,
overcoming a skin condition, recover or prevent serious illnesses,
no matter what - if you are properly hydrated, you are going to
see a huge shift.

And if you are properly hydrated with the right water, the results
will be incredible. And that’s what Zoss Water is all about.
Getting you on that first step to optimal hydration, with the most
healthful source of water possible.

Zoss Water is a DPIIT recognized, cleantech water solutions
company. Committed to energizing your life. 



This is not only because the human body is comprised of 70% of water,
but trillions of cells in an organism cannot grow, reproduce and function
without water. Blood is composed of 83% water. According to H.H.
Mitchell, journal of biological chemistry 158, the brain and the heart are
composed of 75% water, and the lungs are about 85% water. The skin
contains 64% water, muscles and kidneys are 75%, and even the bones
are watery, 31%.

Definitely, the answer is "alkaline ionized water". Alkaline ionized water is
water that has a higher pH level than tap water, upto pH 9.5. and is rich
in molecular hydrogen and anti oxidation potential, all alkaline water does
not contain hydrogen unless it is generated from a water ionizer device
like Zoss Water appliance. 

This implies that the quality of water can either heal or harm us. Without
good water, human beings cannot be healthy. How do we make sure that
we are making the best use of our pristine resources, water and are not
letting ourselves get harmed by its effects?

Think of what you need to survive, just survive. Food? Water? Air?
Naturally, we are going to concentrate on water here. Water is a basic
necessity & one of the most important resources for the existence of all
creatures on earth, whether it is an animal or plant. Water is of major
importance to all living things; in some organisms, up to 90% of their
body weight comes from water. Up to 70% of the human adult body is
water. 
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Each day humans must consume a certain amount of water to survive.
Of course, this varies according to age and gender, and also by where
someone lives. Generally, an adult male needs about 3 liters (3.2
quarts) per day while an adult female needs about 2.2 liters (2.3quarts)
per day. All of the water a person needs does not have to come from
drinking liquids, as some of this water is contained in the food we eat. 



pH is defined as a measure of acidity or
alkalinity of a solution, a value of 7
represents neutrality, and a lower
number indicates acidity and high
numbers denote alkalinity or more
simply more hydrogen

ORP is an index showing the level of
oxidation power or reduction power. A
positive ORP reading indicates that a
substance is an oxidizing agent, the
higher the reading, the more oxidizing it
is . For examples with an ORP reading of
+400 mv is four times more oxidizing
than a substance with an ORP reading of
+100 mv.

The pH of blood in the arteries should
be between 7.35 and 7.45 for the body’s
metabolic processes and other systems
to work well.

A negative ORP reading indicates that a substance is a reducing agent. the lower the reading, the
more anti-oxidizing it is. that means a substance with an ORP rear=ding of -400 mv is four times
more anti-oxidizing than a substance with an ORP reading of -100 mv.

our body needs minerals that are necessary to increase metabolism and are important in the
growth and development of the human body. Among the many different types of minerals,
essential minerals in water are calcium (Ca), magnesium (mg), Potassium(K), Sodium(Na) etc.

Minerals

ORP (Oxidation Reduction
Potential):

pH (Potential Of Hydrogen):

IMPORTANCE OF
 - PH, ORP, MINERALS
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There are hundreds and thousands of articles and testimonials, which show
the healing benefits of ionized water and hydrogen water. 

The main ingredient in hydrogen water is free-hydrogen (molecular hydrogen).
Free-hydrogen is a unique molecule of two hydrogen atoms, bonded together,
but not to any other elements. 

When in a free state, hydrogen is healing the body, as it attacks free radicals &
neutralizes them. In this way, the body can be healed naturally with free-
hydrogen antioxidants. You can only get free hydrogen in hydrogen water,
ionized water, or hydrogen gas. Regular water contains no free-hydrogen
antioxidants. Out of containment, free-hydrogen will evaporate fairly quickly,
so it's best to drink it fresh and if you store it, store it properly.

Hydrogen water is known to both protect and heal the kidneys, heart, liver,
stomach, intestines, skin, brain, lungs, eyes, and pretty much every part of the
body. [See, over 100 peer-reviewed articles, on our website.] 
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Rich in molecular hydrogen,
this water may help
improving overall wellness
and enhanced immunity.

Reduced Oxidation and More
H2

Ionized Minerals
It is rich in ionized
minerals and active
molecular hydrogen
which are beneficial
for health.

Zoss Water appliances,
help you craft your own
water with different pH
settings for 30+ usages.

Custom pH & ORP 
Settings

Japanese
Technology,
Designed In India
Zoss NUC, the super powerful
microprocessor ensures
consistent pH & ORP in every
glass of water.

Superior Service
Support
We will ensure your Zoss
Water appliance operates at
Its optimum level, with onsite
and online support services. 

7 Year
Warranty
All Zoss Water appliances
come with a 7-year
warranty*. 

Anti Oxidants
Good for skin and hair.

Fights free radicals, which are
shown to be responsible for
various diseases. 

WHY 
ZOSS WATER 
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Drinking four to six glasses of alkaline water a day will
help to neutralize over acidity and over time will help to
restore your buffering ability. Alkaline water should be
used when conditions of over acidity develop, such as
cold, u, or bronchitis. Like vitamins C, E, and Beta
Carotene, alkaline water acts as an antioxidant because
of its excess supply of free electrons.

Afer years of very positive continuous clinical experiments
that I am conducting with hundreds of clients using
electronically restructured alkaline water, it is my opinion
that this technology will change the way in which all
health providers and the public will approach their health
in the coming years…My suggestion is to drink
restructured alkaline water whenever possible.

The hydrating capacity of water can be enhanced by adding
a structuring agent. The structuring formula is composed of
ionic minerals that organize and reduce the water
molecules, holding them together in small clusters, to
facilitate their ow through the cell membranes.

It is widely recognized in the medical profession that a
healthy and clean colon is one of the most important
precursors to good health and that the great majority of
body ailments and diseases originate in an acidic and
dirty colon. Water is essential for your health. Drinking
“good water;” especially hard water (rich in minerals)
which has much calcium and magnesium keeps your body
at an optimal alkaline PH.

Annie Padden Jubb and David Jubb

Dr. Robert Atkins

Dr Sherry Rogers, USA 

As long as the body has adequate oxygen and the
body uid and tissue have an acid/alkaline balance,
amazing health ensues. It’s actually very simple.

“Bad diets such as meat and potatoes, fried foods, soft
drink colas, and sugars build up acid salts in the body.
Often these deposits, by having to be stored away
from the blood ow, can remain in the body for
decades. I recommend the consumption of ionized
alkaline water, which will slowly and gently wash these
salts away.”
Dr Hidemitsu Hayashi

The cells and uids in most people’s bodies…are overly
acidic. This can cause a lot of health problems. It
prevents your body from neutralizing and disposing of
harmful, poisonous toxins and leaves you more
susceptible to the cell-damaging free radical oxidation
that leads to cancer and other diseases.

Alkaline water rids the body of acid waste… After
carefully evaluating the results of my advice to hundreds
of individuals, I’m convinced that toxicity in the form of
acidic waste is the primary cause of degenerative
disease.

Christoper Vasey N.D. , Switzerland

Dr Hiromi Shinya, USA

Dr. Susan Lark, USA

Felicia Drury Climent

Authors of Secrets of an Alkaline Body.

Noted author, health and diet expert

Leading National Toxicology Expert

Heart Surgeon and Director of the Water Institute,
Tokyo, Japan

Author of The Water Prescription

University lecturer & Author of 13 best-selling
books on women’s health

Author of The Acid Alkaline Balance Diet,
Adjunct Professor, City College, New York

Director, Shinya Medical Clinic, New York
Dr Hiromi Shinya’s revolutionary “Shinya Method” has become
widely used incolonoscopyprocedures worldwide.

WHAT DOCTORS SAY
- "PATHBREAKING 
INNOVATION"
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ACHIEVE
MORE 
WITH
SUPERIOR
HYDRATION
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5 STAGES - For Consistent pH & Oxidation
Reduction  Potential

Purification and RO* : For installation of Zoss Water appliance, we use Zoss filters or TDSC systems only if the water conditions are not as per the recommendation.

Alkaline water* can be produced using stones and artificial minerals as well, alkaline ionized water like Zoss Water is produced by advanced computational electrolysis 
without adding any synthetic stones or artificial minerals, thus increasing the pH and ionization only with its state of the art ACE technology. 

Purification & UV

TDS Control

Alkaline Water pH >8

Ionized Water

6 Different Water 

Options

Hot & Cold

RO 
Purifiers

Water 
Purifiers

Zoss 
Water

Bottled 
Water

Tap 
Water

Zoss Water Process

Yes No

Water from any source, 
is first filtered with a Zoss Seca

 Filter*  or Zoss TDSC* resulting 
in superior filtration.

Filtered Water is then passed through 
Zoss cartridge for ultra purification.

Purified & Potable water is 
passed through Zoss Nuc.

Zoss Nuc, removes bitter tasting
 acidic ions and its ACE technology 

converts water from any source into 
ionized and alkaline Zoss Water

Drink supercharged Zoss Water 
from the antibacterial Zoss Hose
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WHAT MAKES ZOSS
WATER DIFFERENT

Comparison With Traditional Alternatives



6 different kinds of water for
daily usage:

Cleaning of fruits & vegetables
Cooking delicious food
Ultra hydration of body
Healthy glowing skin
Effortless cleansing

YOUR HYDRATION
MATE
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Cleaning Water :
Ideal for removing harsh
pesticides. Simply fill a bowl with 
cleaning water level 4, and let your 
fruits and vegetables soak in it for 
20 – 30 minutes.

Drinking Water :
Energize and hydrate your body 
with this water, it helps to lower 
oxidation, supporting natural pH 
balance of our bodies.

Cooking Water :
This water lets your favourite 
dishes taste delicious in many 
ways, like preparation of soups and
making tea as it helps to enhance
the overall taste & aroma.

Filtered Water :
This water has pH and ORP level 
that is inherent from the water 
source. This level is ideal for infant
consumption, as well as 
medication purposes.

Brewing Water :
Slightly strong alkaline ionized 
water is known to reduce the 
acidity of both tea and coffee, and
works particularly well for light 
roast and cold brew coffee.

Toning Water:
This pH of toning water is 5.5 and
it is optimal for washing your
face, hair and body as it works as
a natural astringent to remove
dirt and oil from your skin. 

Multifunctional Waters

Call For A Home Demo Now
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Aspiring Model 
Delhi

Software Engineer
Mumbai

Disc Jockey
Mumbai

Entreprenuer
Lucknow

Seafarer
Kochi

Banking Professional
Delhi

With Toning water it 
becomes much easier to 
cleanse my face. it has a 
pH of 5.5 which is great for 
any skin type.

Prolonged sitting hours 
resulted in constant 
headache, while I thought 
the problem was migrain, 
it was actually dehydration. 
With Zoss Water I have 
benefitted a lot.

Drinking Zoss Water 3-4 
liters in a day resulted in 
reduced acidity issues and 
heartburn challenges. I 
would highly recommend 
it.

I cannot tell, how much I 
love the anti hangover 
benefit of Zoss Water. This 
is the most delicious anti 
hangover beverage as well.

I workout a lot, and Zoss 
Water helps me with those 
last repetitions and lesser 
muscle fatigue. I can feel 
the difference.

Asking Kids not to eat junk 
food is difficult, providing 
healthy water to them was 
a smooth transition. They 
love the taste and have 
started to drink more 
water than before.

Aakash Nair

Sanjana Jain 

Mohd. khubeb

Sumanto Chaudhary

Kannan Agnihotri

Rahul Rathore
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VIENNA 

Beautiful space saving design with
unparalleled workmanship". Vienna
is the quintessential part of your
healthier lifestyle.

Call For A Home Demo Now
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7 YEAR 
WARRANTY*



OCEANA

A technological marvel. Arguably the finest water
ionizer ever. State of the art dual temperature
technology, makes Oceana, a gem in your kitchen
and in your commercial establishment.
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7 YEAR 
WARRANTY*



Bold, beautiful, slim, and smart.
Sydney will become the apple
of your and your neighbour's
eye. 

SYDNEY 
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7 YEAR 
WARRANTY*



Luxurious cutting edge features and state of the art technology,
Atlanta will become your most loved kitchen appliance in no time.

ATLANTA 
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7 YEAR 
WARRANTY*



Zoss Cartidge For Ultra Purification
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Peace of mind, with 7 years
warranty on Zoss NUC.

Easy buying options, with
low EMI's.

Never seen before, HOT + COLD
options.

Nature friendly and power
saving feature.

With quick fill technology, enjoy
upto 4 Liters per minute
outflow.

ENERGIZING
YOUR WATER 
& YOUR 
LIFE
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7 YEAR 
WARRANTY*



Technical Specifications

Advanced Computational Electrolysis (ACE), Powered
by Zoss NUC.
Superior 3 plates, largest plate size in the industry,
9x12=108cm²/pc.
pH levels upto 9.5*, ORP levels upto -250*.
Titanium plates coated with platinum.
LCD display and touch control options.
Water flow Capacity upto 2 liters per minute.
5 multifunctional waters for 2+ uses.
Automated anti-scaling technology for longer life.
Optical & Audible service reminders.
Optical pressure indicator.
Optical & Audible pH 5.5 Toning (acidic) water
indicator.
Auto shut off for over heating & over water flow.
Automated power saving features.
8000 Liters Zoss cartridge life.
W 23 x D 14 x H 33 / cm.
110V - 250V.
Max 160W.
Japanese Membrane.
4 colors backlight LCD display Japanese alkaline hose.

Advanced Computational Electrolysis (ACE), Powered by Zoss
NUC.
Superior 3,5,7 plates, largest plate size in the industry,
9x12=108cm²/pc.
pH levels upto 10.5*, ORP levels upto -550-750*.
Titanium plates coated with platinum.
LCD display and touch control options.
Water flow Capacity upto 2 liters per minute.
6 multifunctional waters for 30+ uses.
Hot+cold+Ambient water types.
Automated anti-scaling technology for longer life.
Optical & Audible service reminders.
Optical pressure indicator.
Optical & Audible pH 5.5 Toning (acidic) water indicator.
Auto shut off for over heating & over water flow.
Automated power saving features.
8000 Liters Zoss cartridge life.
31.2(W)X45.6(D)X53(H) /cm.
Water tank capacity: Chilled 1.5L Hot 2.4L Alkaline 3L/Min
Max.
Cold 170W; Hot 750W; Alkaline 110W.
Max 160W.
Japanese Membrane.

Advanced Computational Electrolysis (ACE). Powered
by Zoss NUC. 
Japanese Membrane. 
Superior 5,7 plates. Largest plate size in the industry,
9x12=108cm²/pc. 
pH levels upto 10*, ORP levels upto -550-750*. 
Titanium plates coated with platinum. 
LED display and touch control options. 
Water flow Capacity upto 4 liters per minute. 
6 Multifunctional waters for 30+ uses. 
Automated anti-scaling technology for longer life. 
W 18 x D 23 x H 37 / cm. 
Faucet diameter 35 cm. 
110V - 250V. Optical service reminders. 
Optical & Audible pH 5.5 (acidic) water indicator. 
Auto shut off for over Heating & over Water flow.
Automated power saving features. 
Fiber carbon and sediment filter.

Advanced Computational Electrolysis (ACE), Powered by Zoss
NUC. 
Superior 5,7 plates, largest plate size in the industry,
9x12=108cm²/pc. Japanese Membrane.
pH levels upto 10.5*, ORP levels upto -550-750*. 
6 colors backlight LCD display. 
Japanese alkaline hose. 
Titanium plates coated with platinum. 
LCD display and touch control options. 
Water flow Capacity upto 4 liters per minute. 
6 Multifunctional waters for 30+ uses. 
Automated anti-scaling technology for longer life. 
Optical & Audible service reminders. 
Optical pressure indicator. 
Optical & Audible pH 5.5 Toning (acidic) water indicator. 
Auto shut off for over heating & over water flow. 
Automated power saving features. 
8000 Liters Zoss cartridge life. W 23 x D 14 x H 33 / cm. 110V -
250V. Max 160W. 
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Vienna Oceana

Sydney Atlanta
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ORP levels depend directly on the inlet feed water. pH value varies by +.5-.5 and ORP values vary by +100-100 depending upon the inlet water.
Zoss Seca/TDSC applicability depends upon the hardness and TDS of inlet water. 
7 years warranty is a limited period offer and can be withdrawn by the organisation. Do check with the reseller/affiliate/company before purchasing your Zoss Water appliance. Inclusions differ according
to the products and their usage, do refer to the manual for optimum usage of your Zoss Water appliance. 
Zoss Water or its authorized partners, resellers, value-added resellers, affiliates, cannot and shall not be held liable for any sickness or illness due to the consumption of drinking water from any Zoss Water
appliance, as Zoss Water or its partners does not have any control over the maintenance and usage of Zoss Water appliance and inlet water.
The information on this document or the Zoss Water website is not intended or implied to be a substitute for professional medical advice, diagnosis, or treatment. All content, including text, graphics,
images, and information, contained on or available through this website is for general information purposes only. 
Zoss Water makes no representation and assumes no responsibility for the accuracy of the information contained on or available through this document or website, and such information is subject to
change without notice. You are encouraged to confirm any information obtained from or through this website with other sources, and review all information regarding any medical condition or treatment
with your physician. 
NEVER DISREGARD PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL ADVICE OR DELAY SEEKING MEDICAL TREATMENT BECAUSE OF SOMETHING YOU HAVE READ ON OR ACCESSED THROUGH THIS DOCUMENT or Zoss Water
WEBSITE. Zoss Water does not recommend, endorse or make any representation about the efficacy, appropriateness, or suitability of any specific tests, products, procedures, treatments, services,
opinions, health care providers, or other information that may be contained on or available through this document or web site.
For any further queries and suggestions, please write to info@zosswater.com. 
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Technical Specifications

Advanced Computational Electrolysis (ACE), Powered by Zoss
NUC.
Superior 3,5,7 plates, largest plate size in the industry,
9x12=108cm²/pc.
pH levels upto 10.5*, ORP levels upto -550-750*.
Titanium plates coated with platinum.
LCD display and touch control options.
Water flow Capacity upto 2 liters per minute.
5 multifunctional waters for 30+ uses.
Hot+cold+Ambient water types.
Automated anti-scaling technology for longer life.
Optical & Audible service reminders.
Optical pressure indicator.
Optical & Audible pH 5.5 Toning (acidic) water indicator.
Auto shut off for over heating & over water flow.
Automated power saving features.
8000 Liters Zoss cartridge life.
31.2(W)X45.6(D)X118(H) /cm.
Water tank capacityTank Capacity: Chilled 1.5L Hot 2.4L
Alkaline 3L/Min Max.
Cold 170W; Hot 750W; Alkaline 110W.
Max 160W.
Japanese Membrane.

Oceana PRO
Removes bacteria and small substances.
Removes soluble lead. 
Removes residual chlorine.
Refined shell coat mateial.
Special ion exchange material.
Coal fibre active carbon.
Anti bacteria active carbon. 

Zoss Cartridge
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www.twitter.com/zosswater

www. youtube.com/zosswater

www.pinterest.com/zosswater

www.facebook.com/zosswater

www.instagram.com/zosswater

www.linkedin.com/company/zosswater

+91 72082 11763

+91 22- 35640003

Info@ZossWater.com

Zoss Water, 2729b, 
Gala No. 3-6, Ground Floor, 
Veeram World, Bhiwandi, 
Thane, Maharashtra- 421302.

 A DPIIT Recognised CleanTech Water
Solutions Company 
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